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Abstract
Visual dialog is a challenging vision-language
task in which a series of questions visually
grounded by a given image are answered. To
resolve the visual dialog task, a high-level un-
derstanding of various multimodal inputs (e.g.,
question, dialog history, image, and answer)
is required. Specifically, it is necessary for
an agent to 1) understand question-relevant
dialog history and 2) focus on question-
relevant visual contents among the diverse vi-
sual contents in a given image. In this pa-
per, we propose Multi-View Attention Net-
work (MVAN), which considers complemen-
tary views of multimodal inputs based on at-
tention mechanisms. MVAN effectively cap-
tures the question-relevant information from
the dialog history with two different textual-
views (i.e., Topic Aggregation and Context
Matching), and integrates multimodal repre-
sentations with two-step fusion process. Ex-
perimental results on VisDial v1.0 and v0.9
benchmarks show the effectiveness of our pro-
posed model, which outperforms the previ-
ous state-of-the-art methods with respect to all
evaluation metrics.
1 Introduction
As a part of the interdisciplinary research that com-
bines natural language processing with computer
vision, a wide variety of vision–language tasks (e.g.,
visual question answering (VQA), image caption-
ing, and referring expressions) have been intro-
duced in recent years. Considerable efforts in this
field have advanced the capabilities of artificial in-
telligence agents a step further, but the agent’s com-
prehension of multimodal information is still far
from human-level reasoning and cognitive ability
(Hudson and Manning, 2019; Zellers et al., 2019).
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Figure 1: Example of a visual dialog task. The text
background color indicates the dialog topic (e.g., “peo-
ple”, “food”, and “household goods”).
The visual dialog task is similar to VQA in that
it requires the agent to answer a question that is
guided by an image but differs in that the agent
needs to answer a series of questions focusing on a
given image as well as previous dialog. This task is
more challenging than other vision-language tasks
because the agent is asked to selectively capture
the visual contents related to the question topic,
which change as the dialog proceeds. For exam-
ple, Figure 1 illustrates how the question topics
change during each dialog turn (e.g., “household
goods”, “people”, and “food”). Furthermore, an-
swering some questions that contain pronouns (e.g.,
“they”, “it”, “he”, “she”, and “them”) can be more
difficult because the agent should consider which
entity the pronoun refers in the dialog history. To
be specific, when the agent encounters question
5 (Q5), the agent should pay attention to resolve
what “they” refers to (i.e., “kids” and “boys” in
caption and Q4–A4 pair) and ground the referent
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in the image.
Several recent researches have been performed
to solve the visual dialog task from the perspec-
tive of visual co-reference resolution. Kottur et al.
(2018) proposed neural module networks that ef-
fectively link pronouns to referring expressions at a
word level. In addition, Kang et al. (2019) adapted
a self-attention mechanism (Vaswani et al., 2017)
based on sentence-level representation of the ques-
tion and dialog history to focus question-relevant
history. Niu et al. (2019) proposed a recursive
attention mechanism to capture question-relevant
dialog history and ground related visual contents
to the image. However, resolving the pronouns am-
biguity does not always lead to understanding of
semantic intent of the question. For example, when
answering Q6 in Figure 1, the agent is required
to explicitly understand the semantic intent of the
question that is asking whether “other snacks” ex-
ists or not (i.e., the model should attend more to
“other snacks” rather than “they”). In this respect,
the dialog agent should be capable of accurately de-
termining the semantic intent of the given question
and then leveraging question-relevant information
from the dialog history and visual contents.
To this end, this paper proposes Multi-View At-
tention Network (MVAN), which consists of three
main modules: 1) Context Matching, 2) Topic Ag-
gregation, and 3) Modality Fusion. First, the Con-
text Matching module uses an attention mechanism
to effectively represent the contextual information
of the dialog history that is relevant to the question.
Second, the Topic Aggregation module is capable
of capturing topic-guided clues in dialog history
at word level. Also, we apply a gate function in
both modules to selectively capture textual informa-
tion that interacts with the current question topic.
Lastly, the Modality Fusion module consists of two
sequential fusion steps to integrate each textual out-
put of previous modules with visual features. The
main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We propose MVAN to effectively repre-
sent multimodal inputs with two different
views and combine them with visual contents
through multiple fusion steps.
• Experimental results on VisDial v1.0 and
v0.9 benchmarks show that our proposed
model outperforms the previous state-of-the-
art methods with respect to all evaluation met-
rics.
• Visualization of the multi-level attention score
demonstrates that MVAN explicitly under-
stands the semantic intent of the question,
which leads to a reasonable interpretation of
leveraging various multimodal inputs.
2 Related Work
VQA For the last few years, large-scale VQA
datasets, such as VQA 1.0 (Antol et al., 2015),
VQA 2.0 (Goyal et al., 2017), COCO-QA (Ren
et al., 2015a), and GQA (Hudson and Manning,
2019) have accelerated various developments
in the vision–language field. Lu et al. (2016)
introduced a co-attention mechanism to jointly
exploit both image attention and question attention.
More advanced approaches have been well studied
in Nguyen and Okatani (2018); Yu et al. (2019).
Bilinear approaches that replace element-wise
addition or concatenation for using modality fusion
methods have also been proposed (Fukui et al.,
2016; Kim et al., 2016, 2018).
Visual Dialog Visual dialog is a task proposed
by Das et al. (2017) that requires the dialog agent
to answer the current question by exploiting both
the image and dialog history. Das et al. (2017) also
introduced encoder-decoder models such as late fu-
sion, hierarchical recurrent network, and memory
network as baseline methods. Most of the previous
approaches to the visual dialog task are predomi-
nantly based on attention mechanisms. DAN (Kang
et al., 2019) uses a multi-head attention mechanism
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and Gan et al. (2019) pro-
posed a multi-step reasoning method to fuse the
given multimodal inputs. FGA (Schwartz et al.,
2019) considers all the interactions of connected
entities based on a factor graph. RVA (Niu et al.,
2019) fuses question representation and image rep-
resentation via recursive trees. In addition, other
approaches proposed different training methods
for the visual dialog task including reinforcement
mechanism (Yang et al., 2019) and adversarial
learning (Lu et al., 2017). Recently, Qi et al. (2019)
proposed causal intervention algorithms that can
be composed into any visual dialog model and Mu-
rahari et al. (2019) introduced a fine-tuning method
using a pre-trained model (Lu et al., 2019).
3 Model
In the visual dialog task (Das et al., 2017), a dia-
log agent is given a set of multimodal inputs for
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Figure 2: Model architecture of Multi-View Attention Network (MVAN).
each dialog turn t. This input set consists of an im-
age I , a current question Qt, the dialog history set
Ht = {C, (Q1, Agt1 ), · · · , (Qt−1, Agtt−1)}, which
consists of image caption C and t− 1 consecutive
question-answer pairs, and a set of answer candi-
dates At = {A1t , A2t , ..., A100t }. The agent then is
required to answer the question by either discrimi-
nating or generating a correct answer.
3.1 Multimodal Representation
Visual Features We employ a bottom-up
attention mechanism (Anderson et al., 2018) to
represent the objects appearing in an image. Visual
features of object regions V = {vk}nvk=1 ∈ Rdv×nv ,
where nv is the number of detected objects ranging
from 10 to 100, are adaptively extracted from a
Faster-RCNN (Ren et al., 2015b) that is pre-trained
with Visual Genome (Krishna et al., 2017).
Language Features We first embed three dif-
ferent text inputs: the current question, dialog his-
tory, and answer candidates. The word embed-
ding layer is initialized with pre-trained GloVe
embeddings (Pennington et al., 2014). We then
feed the word embeddings into a bi-directional
long short-term memory (BiLSTM) to encode a se-
quential representation of each embedding. Specif-
ically, each word in question Q is embedded as
{wqk}nqk=1 ∈ Rdw×nq , where nq is the number of
words in the sequence. Each word embedding is
fed into the BiLSTM layer as follows:
−→u qk = LSTM(wqk,−→u qk−1) (1a)
←−u qk = LSTM(wqk,←−u qk+1). (1b)
The sequential representation of each token is con-
structed by concatenating the hidden states of the
forward and backward LSTMs, denoted as uqk =
[−→u qk,←−u qk]. Meanwhile, the sequential representa-
tion for each dialog history uhr = {uhr,k}nhk=1(0 ≤
r ≤ t − 1) is constructed using the question con-
struction process with different BiLSTM layers.
For the answer candidates, we use a different uni-
directional LSTM to represent them because their
sequence lengths are shorter than those of the ques-
tions.
3.2 Multi-View Attention Network
Figure 2 describes the MVAN architecture, which
consists of three components: 1) Context Matching
2) Topic Aggregation and 3) Modality Fusion.
Context Matching Module Sequential repre-
sentation is constructed by concatenating the last
hidden states of the forward and backward LSTMs
for question and dialog history, denoted as sq =
[−→u q1,←−u qnq ] and shr = [−→u hr,1,←−u hr,nhr ], respectively.
We then apply an attention mechanism to focus
on question-relevant history from a dialog history
series. The Context Matching module takes con-
textual representation of question sq ∈ Rds×1 and
dialog history sh = {sh0 , sh1 , ..., sht−1} ∈ Rds×t
and outputs question-relevant history features as
follows:
zSr =W
>(fSq (s
q) ◦ fSh (shr )) + b (2a)
aSr = softmax(z
S
r ) (2b)
s˜h =
∑t−1
r=0 a
S
r s
h
r , (2c)
where ◦ is element-wise multiplication, W ∈
Rdf×1 is a projection matrix, and fSq (·) and fSh (·)
denote non-linear transformation functions. We
apply a gate function to effectively integrate the
context-level features from the current question
and dialog history as follows:
gateS = σ(WSgate
>
[sq, s˜h] + bSgate) (3a)
eS = gateS ◦ [sq, s˜h], (3b)
where σ(·) is a sigmoid function and
WSgate ∈ R2ds×2ds and bSgate ∈ R2ds are
trainable parameters. Note that eS ∈ R2ds is a
contextual-aware representation that effectively
integrates the sequential information of the
question and question-relevant dialog history.
Topic Aggregation Module The Topic Aggre-
gation module leverages word-level sequential rep-
resentation of the question and dialog history,
uq = {uqk}nqk=1 ∈ Rdu×nq and uhr = {uhr,k}nhk=1 ∈
Rdu×nh , to encode question-relevant topic features.
The dot product attention mechanism is employed
to selectively focus the words that are relevant to
the question topic from the dialog history as fol-
lows:
zWr,ij = f
W
q (u
q
i )
>fWh (u
h
r,j) (4a)
aWr,ij = exp(z
W
r,ij)/
∑nh
j=1 exp(z
W
r,ij) (4b)
w˜hr,i =
∑nr
j=1 a
W
r,ijw
h
r,j , (4c)
where fWq (·) and fWh (·) are non-linear transforma-
tion functions. The question-guided history feature
for each round w˜hr,i is computed by a weighted
sum of their word embeddings, which represent the
original meanings of words. The attended represen-
tation w˜hr,i is computed by aggregating overall all
history {w˜hr,i}t−1r=0, weighted by the attention scores
of the Context Matching module aSr as follows:
w˜hi =
∑t−1
r=0 a
S
r w˜
h
r,i. (5)
Similar to the Context Matching module, the gate
operation merges the topic-guided history repre-
sentation with that of the question at word level.
gateW = σ(WWgate
>
[wqi , w˜
h
i ] + b
W
gate) (6a)
eWi = gate
W ◦ [wqi , w˜hi ], (6b)
whereWWgate ∈ R2dw×2dw and bWgate ∈ R2dw are
trainable parameters. Note that eWi ∈ R2dw×nq is
topic-aware features that represent question topic
and various history clues associated with it.
Modality Fusion Module Given the output rep-
resentations of Context Matching module eS ∈
R2ds×1 and Topic Aggregation module {eWi }nqi=1 ∈
R2dw×nq , the Modality Fusion module integrates
them with visual features {vk}nvk=1 ∈ Rdv×nv via
two-step fusion (i.e., topic-view fusion and context-
view fusion). The module first combines represen-
tations from heterogeneous modalities (i.e., vision
and language) at word level. We utilize dot-product
attention to represent the visual relevant question
as follows:
rWik = f
W
` (e
W
i )
>fWv (vk) (7a)
αWik = exp(r
W
ik )/
∑nq
i=1 exp(r
W
ik ) (7b)
e˜qk =
∑nq
i=1 a
W
ik e
W
i , (7c)
where fW` (·) and fWv (·) are non-linear transforma-
tion functions to embed two different modality rep-
resentations into the same embedding space. Then,
we obtain the fused vector by concatenating the
visual features and the visual relevant question fea-
tures and using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP).
mWk = MLP([vk, e˜
q
k]) (8)
Note that mWk ∈ Rdv×nv is a topic-view fusion
representation that combines the specific question
topic and visual contents. This fused embedding
is further enhanced by conducting the following
context-view fusion:
mˆSk = [m
W
k , e
S ] (9a)
rSk = L2Norm(f
S
m(mˆ
S
k ) ◦ fS` (eS)) (9b)
αSk = softmax(W
>rSk + b) (9c)
m˜S =
∑nv
k=1 α
S
k mˆ
S
k , (9d)
where fSm(·) and fS` (·) are non-linear transforma-
tion functions and W ∈ Rdf×1 is a projection
matrix. Note that m˜S is a context-view fusion rep-
resentation, which is fed into a single-layer feed-
forward neural network with a ReLU activation
function.
menc = max(0,W>m˜S + b), (10)
whereW ∈ R(dv+du)×denc and b ∈ Rdenc are train-
able parameters. Note that menc is the multi-view
fusion representation, which is fed into either a
discriminative or generative decoder to select the
most likely response from among the candidates.
3.3 Answer Decoder
Discriminative Decoder We use the last hidden
states of the forward LSTM to encode sentence
representations of answer candidates, denoted as
sa = {−→u ai,na}100i=1 ∈ Rda×100. We rank them ac-
cording to the dot products of the candidates sa
and multi-view fusion representation menc, then
apply the softmax function to obtain the proba-
bility distribution of the candidates, denoted as
p = softmax((sa)>menc). Note that dimension of
each answer candidate is same as the dimension of
the encoder output. We use multi-class cross en-
tropy loss as the discriminative objective function,
formulated as
LD = −
∑100
i=1 yilogpi, (11)
where yi is a one-hot encoded vector of the ground
truth answer.
Generative Decoder Unlike most previous ap-
proaches, which take only a discriminative ap-
proach, we also train our model in a generative
manner (Das et al., 2017). During the training
phase, we use a two-layer LSTM to predict the
next token given the previous tokens in the answer
sequence. The initial hidden state of the LSTM is
initialized with the encoder output representation.
For each answer candidate, we compute the like-
lihood of the ground truth of each token, denoted
as {pk}nak=1, and train the model by minimizing
the summation of the negative log-likelihood as
follows:
LG = −
∑na
k=1 logpk. (12)
Multi-task Learning We perform multi-task
learning by combining both discriminative and gen-
erative decoders to classify answers, denoted as
L = LD + LG. For the evaluation, we simply av-
erage the probability distributions of each decoder.
Multi-task learning substantially improves perfor-
mance with respect to the normalized discounted
cumulative gain (NDCG) metric.
4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets We use the VisDial v0.9 and v1.0
datasets to evaluate our proposed model. VisDial
v0.9 (Das et al., 2017) consists of 123k MS-COCO
(Lin et al., 2014) images and their captions. The
training and validation splits of VisDial v0.9
contain 83k and 40k images respectively, and
each image has 10 consecutive question-answer
pairs. VisDial v1.0, which was released by
supplementing VisDial v0.9, has 123k images
for training splits that combine the training and
validation splits of VisDial v0.9. An additional
10k images from the Flickr dataset are utilized to
construct the validation and test splits in VisDial
v1.0, which contain 2k and 8k images, respectively.
Unlike the previous version of the dataset, dense
annotations for each candidate answer are added in
the validation and test splits.
Evaluation Metrics We evaluated our proposed
model using several retrieval metrics, following
the work of Das et al. (2017): 1) mean rank of
the ground truth response (Mean), 2) recall at
k (k={1,5,10}), which is denoted as R@k and
evaluates where the ground truth is positioned
in the sorted list, and 3) mean reciprocal rank
(MRR) (Voorhees et al., 1999). NDCG was also
introduced as a primary metric in the VisDial
v1.0 dataset, and decreases when the model gives
a low ranking to candidate answers with high
relevance scores. MRR evaluates the precision of
the model by ranking where a ground truth answer
is positioned, whereas NDCG evaluates relative
relevance of the predicted answers.
Training Details Our model is implemented us-
ing PyTorch framework (Paszke et al., 2019) based
on open source code1 from the work of Das et al.
(2017). The question and dialog history are rep-
resented using different BiLSTMs with 512 hid-
den states. The maximum sequence lengths of the
question and dialog history are set to 20 and 40,
respectively. We set the batch size to 32 and apply
the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
an initial learning rate of 1e-5. The learning rate
is gradually increased to 1e-3 until epoch 2, then
decreased by 0.1 at epochs 6 and 7. Our code is
1https://github.com/batra-mlp-lab/
visdial-challenge-starter-pytorch
Model
VisDial v1.0 (test-std) VisDial v0.9 (val)
NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
LF (Das et al., 2017) 45.31 55.42 40.95 72.45 82.83 5.95 58.07 43.82 74.68 84.07 5.78
HRE (Das et al., 2017) 45.46 54.16 39.93 70.45 81.50 6.41 58.46 44.67 74.50 84.22 5.72
MN (Das et al., 2017) 47.50 55.49 40.98 72.30 83.30 5.92 59.65 45.55 76.22 85.37 5.46
HCIAE (Lu et al., 2017) - - - - - - 62.22 48.48 78.75 87.59 4.81
AMEM (Seo et al., 2017) - - - - - - 62.27 48.53 78.66 87.43 4.86
CoAtt (Wu et al., 2018) - - - - - - 63.98 50.29 80.71 88.81 4.47
FGA (Schwartz et al., 2019) 52.10 63.70 49.58 80.98 88.55 4.51 67.12 54.02 83.21 90.47 4.08
CorefNMN (Kottur et al., 2018) 54.70 61.50 47.55 78.10 88.80 4.40 64.10 50.92 80.18 88.81 4.45
RVA (Niu et al., 2019) 55.59 63.03 49.03 80.40 89.83 4.18 66.34 52.71 82.97 90.73 3.93
DualVD (Jiang et al., 2020) 56.32 63.23 49.25 80.23 89.70 4.11 62.94 48.64 80.89 89.94 4.17
CAG (Guo et al., 2020) 56.64 63.49 49.85 80.63 90.15 4.11 67.56 54.64 83.72 91.48 3.75
HACAN (Yang et al., 2019) 57.17 64.22 50.88 80.63 89.45 4.20 67.92 54.76 83.03 90.68 3.97
Synergistic (Guo et al., 2019) 57.32 62.20 47.90 80.43 89.95 4.17 - - - - -
DAN (Kang et al., 2019) 57.59 63.20 49.63 79.75 89.35 4.30 66.38 53.33 82.42 90.38 4.04
MVAN 59.37 64.84 51.45 81.12 90.65 3.97 67.65 54.65 83.85 91.47 3.73
MVAN† 60.92 66.38 53.20 82.45 91.85 3.68 69.35 56.59 85.29 92.53 3.43
Table 1: Results on VisDial v1.0 (test-std) and v0.9 (val). † denotes ensembles.
Model NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
ReDAN (Gan et al., 2019) 61.86 53.13 41.38 66.07 74.50 8.91
Tohoku‡ (Nguyen et al., 2019) 60.92 60.65 47.00 77.03 87.75 4.90
MVAN‡ 63.15 63.02 49.43 79.48 89.40 4.38
Table 2: Results of different methods of combining
discriminative and generative models on VisDial v1.0
(test-std). ‡ indicates that the model was trained using
multi-task learning.
publicly available2.
4.2 Quantitative Results
Baselines We compare the results of our
proposed model with previously published results
on the VisDial v1.0 and v0.9 datasets for the
following methods: LF (Das et al., 2017), HRE
(Das et al., 2017), MN (Das et al., 2017), HCIAE
(Lu et al., 2017), AMEM (Seo et al., 2017), CoAtt
(Wu et al., 2018), FGA (Schwartz et al., 2019),
CorefNMN (Kottur et al., 2018), RVA (Niu et al.,
2019), DualVD (Jiang et al., 2020), CAG (Guo
et al., 2020), HACAN (Yang et al., 2019), Synergis-
tic (Guo et al., 2019), and DAN (Kang et al., 2019).
Results on VisDial v1.0 and v0.9 Table 1
reports the quantitative results on the VisDial
v1.0 and v0.9 under the discriminative decoder
setting. For VisDial v1.0, our MVAN model
outperforms the previous state-of-the-art methods
with respect to all evaluation metrics. Specifically,
MVAN improves the performance from 57.59 to
59.37 for NDCG and 64.22 to 64.84 for MRR. In
2https://github.com/taesunwhang/
MVAN-VisDial
addition, we observe significant improvements in
the Mean from 4.11 to 3.97, and an improvement
in the R@k performance by approximately 0.4%.
Similar results can be seen in the R@5 and Mean
for VisDial v0.9. We also report the results for
an ensemble of 10 independent models that were
trained with different initial seeds, which yields
average performance improvements of 1.3% for all
metrics.
These results indicate that our MVAN model not
only has accurate prediction ability, as indicated by
the non-NDCG metric results (i.e., MRR, R@k,
and Mean), but it has a powerful generalization
capability given the result of NDCG score because
this metric considers several relevant answers to be
correct.
Results on multi-task learning As shown in
Table 2, we report the results of our MVAN model,
which was trained using multi-task learning (see
Section 3.3). Our proposed approach performs
better with respect to all metrics than ReDAN
(Gan et al., 2019), which averages the ranking
results of the discriminative and generative model,
and Tohoku (Nguyen et al., 2019), which employs
multi-task learning but uses only discriminative
decoder outputs for evaluation.
Number of dialog history We experimented
with the amount of dialog history to evaluate the im-
pact of dialog history on the model performance of
the two major metrics (i.e., MRR and NDCG). The
results in Figure 3 show that as the amount of dia-
log history information increases, the MRR perfor-
Model
context-level
history
topic-level
history
NDCG MRR R@1 R@5 R@10 Mean
MVAN
3 3 60.17 65.33 51.86 82.40 90.90 3.88
7 7 62.33 61.79 47.61 79.30 88.81 4.42
w/o Topic Aggregation
3 N/A 58.50 64.63 50.84 81.64 90.50 3.97
7 N/A 60.57 61.32 47.19 78.59 88.40 4.55
w/o Context Matching
N/A 3 57.06 64.15 50.51 81.15 89.83 4.12
N/A 7 58.60 60.36 46.09 77.71 87.64 4.73
Table 3: Ablations of our approaches on the VisDial v1.0 validation dataset.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Diolog History
62
63
64
65
66
67
68 MRR (%)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Diolog History
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68 NDCG (%)
Figure 3: Performance of MVAN with different
amounts of dialog history on the VisDial v1.0 valida-
tion set.
mance of our model tends to gradually improve, but
the NDCG performance deteriorates. This quantity
analysis shows that history information decreases
NDCG score but substantially boosts the perfor-
mance of other metrics.
4.3 Ablation study
We conducted ablation studies on the VisDial v1.0
validation splits to evaluate the influence of each
component in our model. Modality Fusion mod-
ule is not ablated because this module handles the
visual features. We use the same discriminative
decoder model (Das et al., 2017) for all ablations
to exclude the impact of multitask learning.
In Table 3, the first rows of each block indicate
the impact of each module in our model. Because
the two modules (i.e., Context Matching and Topic
Aggregation) are interdependent, we employ sim-
ple visual features instead of topic-aware features
for Context Matching model, whereas we simply
remove contextual-aware features for the Topic Ag-
gregation model (see Section 3.2). Both models
obtain slightly lower performance with respect to
all evaluation metrics than the MVAN model. We
can hence infer that the two modules are comple-
mentary with respect to each other and our model
integrates these complementary characteristics well
for the task.
Recent approaches (Murahari et al., 2019; Kim
et al., 2020; Nguyen et al., 2019) reported that they
observed a trade-off relationship between two pri-
mary metrics (i.e., NDCG and MRR) in the visual
dialog task. We also found a trade-off relationship
through ablative experiments with and without di-
alog history features (see Table 3). Specifically,
adding dialog history features improves the MRR
score by 3.54% on average, whereas NDCG score
is decreased by 1.92% on average. We observe that
the model has a tendency to predict the answers
more precisely (i.e., it has a better MRR score)
when the dialog history features are added. This
may imply that question-related clues in the dia-
log history are important factors in reasoning the
ground truth, but they hinder the model’s general-
ization ability (i.e., they lower the NDCG score).
4.4 Qualitative Analysis
To qualitatively demonstrate the advantages of our
model, we visualize the attention scores of each
module through examples from the VisDial v1.0
validation set in Figure 4. The attention scores of
the Context Matching module, highlighted in blue,
show that our model selectively focuses on con-
textual information as the semantic intent of the
question changes. The tendency for the caption
(i.e., H0) to receive the highest score implies that
the caption contains global information describing
the image. In addition, the top-three visual con-
tents with high attention scores in each image and
attention scores in the current question lead to the
potential interpretation that our model is capable
of capturing the semantic intent of the question cor-
rectly and determining which visual contents are
accordingly required. In more detail, the attention
scores of the dialog history, highlighted in red, indi-
cate how our model attends to topic-relevant clues
through previous dialog history.
As shown in Figure 4(a), comparing two exam-
ples, we see that the model no longer focuses on
“6” and “people” in H0 because those words are
not related to the topic of the current question
(i.e.,“drinking”). In the example in Figure 4(b),
Q5: what are they drinking?
H1: is this in a public setting? yes
H2: can you see the type of pizza? 
appears to be  cheese and a deep dish
H3: how many males and how many 
females? 3 of each
GT: sodas, water and beer (1) 
Prediction: sodas, water and beer
H4: any windows visible? no
H0: 6 people are sitting around a table 
with 2 pizzas and drinks
GT: 3 of each (1) 
Prediction: 3 of each
Q3: how many males and how many females?
H1: is this in a public setting? yes
H2: can you see the type of pizza? 
appears to be cheese and a deep dish
H0: 6 people are sitting around a table 
with 2 pizzas and drinks
Q6: can you see the net?
H1: are the women facing each other? no
H2: do they have long hair? no
H3: are they wearing visors? no
GT: no (1) 
Prediction: no
H4: are they wearing shorts or skirts? 1 
shorts, 1 a skirt
H5: are they wearing hats? 1 is
GT: 1 shorts, 1 a skirt (1) 
Prediction: 1 shorts, 1 a skirt
Q4: are they wearing shorts or skirts?
H1: are the women facing each other? no
H2: do they have long hair? no
H3: are they wearing visors? no
H0: 2 women stand on a tennis court
holding rackets
(b) (a)  
H0: 2 women stand on a tennis court
holding rackets
Figure 4: Qualitative results on the VisDial v1.0 validation set. We visualize the different attention scores for
each module: 1) attention scores from Topic Aggregation module and Context Matching module are highlighted
in red and blue, respectively; 2) semantic intent of the current question represented via the topic-level fusion step
in yellow; and 3) the top-three attention scores of visual features from the context-level fusion step, which are
represented by the b-boxes with fine adjustment of transparency in the given image. The numbers in the brackets
indicate the rank of the correct answer that our model predicts. Darker colors indicate higher attention scores.
(c)                                                                         (d)  
Q5: what color are the walls?
GT: natural wood (28)
Prediction: 1) white  2) beige  3) light blue 
Q5: are they twins?
GT: maybe (12)
Prediction: 1) no 2) no they’re playing a game
3) i don’t think so
(a)                                                                          (b)
Q2: how old is he?
GT: looks like maybe 26 (20)
Prediction: 1) 20s  2) he looks like he is a teen
3) 20’s
Q7: is the weather sunny?
GT: it appears overcast (23)
Prediction: 1) yes but it is blue sky  2) yes very clear
3) yes it’s sunny
Figure 5: Error analysis on the VisDial v1.0 valida-
tion set. We analyze the examples for which the model
scored 0 with respect to the R@10 metric.
when answering Q4 (the left dialog), the model
pays more attention to the question-relevant clue
such as “women” in H0, while capturing “tennis”,
“court”, and “rackets” correspondingly as the ques-
tion topic changes from “tennis outfits” to “back-
ground”. These qualitative results show that our
model successfully pays attention to visual and tex-
tual information connected to the semantic intent
of the question.
4.5 Error Analysis
We analyzed examples in the VisDial v1.0 valida-
tion set for which our model obtained a score of 0
for the R@10 metric. The errors in Figure 5 can be
categorized into three groups: 1) Subjective judg-
ment: our model tends to make wrong predictions
for questions about age, weather, and appearance
that could involve subjective judgment, but might
be acceptable (Figures 5(a) and (b)). 2) Ambigu-
ous questions: our model can focus on the wrong
visual contents, for instance the left and right side
walls rather than the rear wall when faced with
an ambiguous question (Figure 5(c)). 3) Wrong
co-reference resolution : when the dialog history
includes multiple entities (e.g., “boys”, “pizzas”,
and “toppings”) that can be referenced by a single
pronoun (i.e., “them”), MVAN can become con-
fused as to which entity the pronoun refers (Figure
5(d)).
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced the MVAN for the
visual dialog task. MVAN can effectively capture
question-relevant dialog history and visual contents
focusing on the semantic intent of the current ques-
tion. We used VisDial v1.0 and v0.9 to empirically
evaluate our model, and as a result, our model out-
performs existing state-of-the-art models. More-
over, we not only suggest plausible factors affecting
a trade-off relationship of the evaluation metrics,
but we enhance the interpretability of multi-level
attention through detailed visualization. In future
work, we aim to develop a complementary model
by adding sequential information about the dialog
history. This is in contrast to our proposed model,
which relies only on the attention scores. More-
over, we plan to incorporate the latest pre-training
methods (Lu et al., 2019; Murahari et al., 2019)
into our model to improve its performance.
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Q6: is it snowing out?
GT: no (1)
Prediction: no
H1:  is the snowboarder along? yes
H2: is it daytime? yes
H3: is the border wearing a helmet? no
H0: a snowboarder is traveling down a snowy hill
H4: are they wearing a snowsuit? yes a tan snowsuit
H5: is the sun out? no
Q4: are they wearing a snowsuit?
GT: yes a tan snowsuit (1)
Prediction: yes a tan snowsuit
H1:  is the snowboarder along? yes
H2: is it daytime? yes
H3: is the border wearing a helmet? no
H0: a snowboarder is traveling down a snowy hill
Q4: what are the numbers?
GT: 66204 (2)
Prediction: 66204
H1: what color is the train? Yellow and red
H2: does it have writing on it? yes some numbers
H3: can you see train tracks? yes
H0: the front cab of a long train at a railroad yard
Q3: can you see train tracks?
GT: yes (1)
Prediction: yes
H1: what color is the train? Yellow and red
H2: does it have writing on it? yes some numbers
H0: the front cab of a long train at a railroad yard
Figure 6: Qualitative results our MVAN model on v1.0 validation set.
Q4: about how old is the boy?
GT: 4 (4)
Prediction: 2
H1: what color is the toothbrush? green
H2: is this indoors? yes
H3: are there any other people? no
H0: a little boy using a giant toothbrush to brush a set of 
model teeth
Q2: is this indoors?
GT: yes (1)
Prediction: yes
H1: what color is the toothbrush? green
H0: a little boy using a giant toothbrush to brush a set of 
model teeth
Q6: can you see other people?
GT: yes many people in the background (2)
Prediction: a few in the background
H1:  how old is the lady? about 30
H2: is she in dressy or casual attire? casual
H3: what color is her suitcase? not really visible
H0: the woman is holding a water bottle while 
wheeling a suitcase behind her
H4: could this be at an airport? yes
H5: is she carrying anything else? 
a water bottle in her right hand
Q5: is she carrying anything else?
GT: a water bottle in her right hand (1)
Prediction: a water bottle in her right hand
H1:  how old is the lady? about 30
H2: is she in dressy or casual attire? casual
H3: what color is her suitcase? not really visible
H0: the woman is holding a water bottle while 
wheeling a suitcase behind her
H4: could this be at an airport? yes
Figure 7: Qualitative results our MVAN model on VisDial v1.0 validation set.
